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To learn more about the context within which the following questions are being framed, please read the narrative 

document available on our website (click on ‘key platform issues’ page). 
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1.       Anti Discrimination & Islamophobia 

Do you support the establishment of a parliamentary committee on Islamophobia, akin to the parliamentary 

committee on anti-Semitism? Do you feel current legislation is sufficiently robust to protect against 

Islamophobia? How would you campaign over the next four years to combat Islamophobia? 

 

 I certainly don’t support the committee on Islamophobia or anti-Semitism because I believe that this “man 

made so call fear of Islam or Judaism” has no footstool to stand on.  Many British Born and bred people, know 

that majority of the Muslim community are peaceful , caring , community like wise as Jewish community. UKIP 

policy is clear that many muslim should speak up on Shira-Law as they don’t wish to have this system in UK, 

We Muslim have become to love our freedom and democracy. 

Like wise as I understand the full Shira-law is not in existence in Pakistan where most Muslim like myself come 

from. So why should we have it in UK.  The only way to combat Islamophobia is to education the minority of 

people who are fearing Muslim and to combat the negative media against positive media. 

When was the last time that BBC reported something positive in the news?  

 

2.       Climate Change & The Environment 

How would you co-opt faith communities to encourage more responsible consumption? How would you work 

with churches / mosques / synagogues and temples to combat climate change? 

 

Firstly let me make this clear, there is no hard evidence on Climate Change and UKIP has made it’s 

commitment clear in it’s Environment policy. However we are not anti-Green and we shall promote the use of 

Electrical vehicle , recycling and so forth.  I would like to point this out that Wind farms are not the way 

forward for UK. I would communicate directly with the Mosques / Churches / Synagogues and temples, once 

again educating the difference communities in environmentally issues is the way forward. 

 

3.       Crime & Security 

Do you feel the balance between liberty and security has tipped too far in recent times in favour of security? 

Do you support the provisions contained within Section 44 of the Terrorism Act? Do you support the use of 

control orders and secret evidence? 
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I don’t know enough information on Section 44 of the Terrorism Act.  

What I can say is that to allow Police to stop and search anyone with out any prior evidence or hold them in a 

cell because the Police felt that the individual was a treat to UK security is a insult on mankind  / son of Adam 

and EVE. peace be-upon them both.  

I believe if there was evidence against the individual then by all means they should be detain and question. if 

they were a treat to UK security then holding them for 3 weeks until firm evidence is found if no evidence is 

found then they should be allow to go home with further monitoring system place.  

I am not in flavour of any Secret evidence or control orders. 

 

4.       Education & Muslim Faith Schools 

How might the number of Muslim faith schools granted voluntary aided status be improved? Do you support 

an increase in the cost of tuition fees for university students?  Given Muslim levels of educational achievement 

lag considerably behind the national average  how would you campaign over the next four years to improve 

matters? 

 

I don’t support the increase int he cost of tuition fees for university students.  

I would always promote Faith Schools for all religion sects , The issue on School grants should be funded by 

each individual faith sect.  so Muslim should contribute  small allowance on Friday pray collection towards the 

Faith Schools for muslim and so forth for other sects of community .  

 

5.       EU Policies & EU enlargement 

Has the EU been an effective party in the Quartet for peace in the Middle East? Do you support Turkey’s EU 

accession? Do you think the EU has done enough to condemn the Gaza blockade? Do you support French 

attempts to outlaw the niqab? Over the next four years how would you campaign for a firm and fair UK and EU 

foreign policy ?  What actions would you take to support good governance and democracy in neighbour 

countries bordering the Mediterranean? 

  

As a Candidate for UKIP , I don’t support the EU  , I feel its a comedy show  and I don’t support Turkey or any 

other member state joining EU , EU has failed  and its costing UK £120bn pounds a year , what a waste of our 

tax payers money. Yet this government Labour is willing to cut Council jobs across the board.  

 

I don’t think EU has done enough on condemning the Gaza blockade hence why I feel its a comedy show 

rather than a parliament. I feel strongly that I could do a better job than Tony Blair on bring Peace to the 

middle east region. 

 

I would campaign for a referendum on EU and let Britain decide if it was to join the EU or not , UKIP policy is 

clear that we have noting against the nigab  however we feel that the Burka needs to be control in order to 

have a better social interaction within UK society  .   

 its a matter of freedom of choice.  my example would be if a man wearing a helmet went to the bank he 

would be requested to remove it like wise for the Burka , its a matter of identifying and not discrimination. 



6.       Foreign Policy & Counter Terrorism 

Is the UK government right to exclude Hamas from direct discussions in negotiations for peace in the Middle 

East? What is your view on the UN Goldstone report? Do you think the Arab citizens of Israel are subject to 

apartheid policies? Do you support Palestinians claims of sovereignty over Masjid Al Aqsa (located in occupied 

East Jerusalem)? What would you do over the next four years to campaign for peace and justice for the 

Palestinian peoples? 

  

I fully support Palestinians to claim its Sovereignty over Masjid Al Aqsa.  I do believe that as this land is 

important to the Jewish faith we should have some sort of a join committee on running fairs of the area 

between Palestinians and the Jewish  , only when son of Adam and Eve sit together and talk about peace , 

would things really move on. Having a gun in your hand or a bomb on your body is not going to achieve peace 

within the region.  

 

7.       Labour Market Participation & Income Equality 

What would you do to counter workplace discrimination based on religion and race? How would you combat 

shockingly low levels of employment amongst Muslim youth and women? How would you ensure greater 

levels of Muslim participation in white collar and managerial positions? 

  

I don’t think there is any hard evidence to my knowledge within  West-midlands about any discrimination 

based on religion.  

I am self employed and have my own company , that’s because I work hard to get there and I feel like many 

Muslim British and non Muslim British feel that people should be employed by their merits and not faith or 

the colour of their skin, 

To combat the employment level UKIP will encourage  UK manufacturing for all not just the Muslim faith. we 

believe that as one nation we can succeed. We are already the worlds  10th most powerful  manufacturing 

industry.  

 

8.       Prevent 

Do you feel the Prevent exercise has been a success? Has Prevent skewed the perception and participation of 

Muslims in politics and society through the dominance of a prism of "violent extremism" and terrorism? 

Moving forwards, would you retain or modify Prevent? 

 

 I don’t know enough about Prevent exercise to comment on.  

 

9.       A Responsible Media 

Is self-regulation of the press effective enough? How might it be tightened? Do sufficient sanctions exist to 

prevent newspapers engaging in absurdly hostile reporting – like recent Daily Express front pages?  

  

Once again we have to balance between freedom of speak and the negative against the different 

communities.  
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Islamophobia came from the Media and its important that the real fact are also explain to the public about the 

real Islam which is a peaceful region , we muslim don’t believe in blowing incident people up.  Full STOP. 

 

10.   Voter Apathy & Disengagement 

 

Has your party done enough to attract ethnic minorities to stand as parliamentary candidates and if so, why 

has this not translated into a more representative Commons? How would you improve matters in subsequent 

elections? If you are elected, how would you ensure ethnic minority views are regularly listened to in your 

constituency? 

 

UKIP was branded as a far right racist party by the main three parties LibLabCon , I am please to report that as 

a Muslim , as a brown Asian  who’s parent come from Pakistan ,  

that UKIP is not a racist party its policies are for real and in plain English straight talking. 

UKIP welcomes all people form different background to join its party. I feel they have done far more than 

enough to encourage people from different background to join.  

I do think most Asian  don’t have enough interest in politics as its can be a boring topic to discuss at  any social 

events specially  amongst the young. 

UKIP already promotes Young Independence within its party and we already have member from the ethnic 

minority. 

 


